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Abstract

In most Wyner-Ziv video coding approaches, the temporal correlation of
key frames is not exploited since they are simply intra encoded and decoded.
In this paper, using the previously decoded key frame as the side information
for the key frame to be decoded, we propose new methods of coding key frames
in order to improve the rate distortion performance. These schemes which
are based on switching between intra mode and Wyner-Ziv mode for a given
block or a given frequency band attempt to make use of both spatial and
temporal correlation of key frames while satisfying the low complexity encoding
requirement of Distributed Video Coding (DVC). Simulation results show that
using the proposed methods, one can achieve up to 5 dB improvement over
conventional intra coding for relatively low motion sequences and up to 1.3 dB
improvement for relatively high motion sequences.

1 Introduction

Traditional video coding standards such as MPEG-x and H.26x which rely on motion
compensation algorithms are not suitable for some recent applications such as sensor
networks, video surveillance, and mobile camera phones which require many simple
and low cost encoders. Wyner-Ziv video coding is based on the Slepian-Wolf [1]
and Wyner-Ziv [2] theorems which prove that distributed compression of correlated
sources can be as efficient as joint compression. In this scheme, the encoder complexity
is shifted to the decoder by encoding individual frames independently (intraframe
encoding) but decoding them conditionally (interframe decoding). DVC attempts to
achieve the same coding performance as conventional video coding systems.

The first practical implementations of DVC were presented in [3] and [4]. In [3],
Puri and Ramchandran introduced a syndrome-based video coding scheme which de-
ployed block-level coding primitives and no feedback was required. It was upgraded to
a more practical solution in [5]. In [4], Aaron and Girod proposed a feedback-required
Wyner-Ziv video coding algorithm based on Turbo codes in the pixel domain. This
technique was extended to the transform domain in [6] to exploit spatial correlation
between neighboring pixels, thus achieving better performance. In [7], Brites and
Ascenso outperformed [6] by adjusting the quantization step size and applying an
advanced frame interpolation for side information generation. Later on, in [8] and
[9], enhanced frame interpolation techniques were proposed to achieve better perfor-
mance. In [10], Jinrong et al. proposed a transform domain classification method to
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differentiate low motion blocks from high motion blocks to exploit additional video
statistics.

In most existing Wyner-Ziv schemes, frames are grouped into two different classes:
Wyner-Ziv and key frames. In a GOP size of 2, key frames occur usually every other
frame, and Wyner-Ziv frames are the frames in between. Key frames are intra coded
using conventional video coding. At the decoder, they are decoded and used to
generate side information that is statistically correlated with the Wyner-Ziv frame in
between. If the correlation between the Wyner-Ziv frame being encoded and the side
information is high, then fewer bits need to be sent from the encoder to the decoder
to have a reliable decoding. The statistical dependence between two consecutive
key frames is not as high as the statistical dependence between a Wyner-Ziv frame
and its corresponding generated side information, because in the latter case the side
information comes from frames that are only one frame-time distant, and comes
from frames on both sides temporally. Nonetheless, extending the Wyner-Ziv coding
method to key frames as well can help to exploit the temporal correlation and improve
the rate-distortion performance. We also know that temporal correlation varies for
each block. Sometimes temporal correlation between corresponding blocks is so low
that intra coding can outperform the Wyner-Ziv technique.

In this paper, we propose two different methods of coding for key frames. In both
methods, the previously decoded key frame plays the role of side information for the
key frame to be encoded. In the first method, blocks within a frame are classified
in three different groups where each one uses a different coding technique. In the
second method, frequency bands of each block are divided into two different classes
of coding.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we briefly review
conventional transform domain Wyner-Ziv video coding. In Section 3 the two pro-
posed methods of key frame coding are described in detail. Simulation results and
conclusions are presented in Section 4 and Section 5, respectively.

2 Transform domain Wyner-Ziv codec

Fig. 1 shows the transform domain Wyner-Ziv video codec architecture [6]. Key
frames are encoded and decoded by a conventional intraframe codec. The frames
between them which are Wyner-Ziv frames are intraframe encoded but interframe
decoded. A blockwise 4 × 4 discrete cosine transform (DCT) is applied on Wyner-
Ziv frames. Xk is a vector obtained by grouping together the kth DCT coefficient
from all blocks. The coefficients of Xk are uniformly quantized to form quantized
symbols qk. After representing the quantized values qk in binary form, bit planes are
extracted and blocked together to form Mk bit plane vectors. Each bit-plane vector
is then fed to the Slepian-Wolf encoder. Let W denote a Wyner-Ziv frame, and Ŵ is
the estimate of W generated from previously reconstructed key frames. A blockwise
4× 4 DCT is applied on Ŵ to provide X̂. X̂k, the side information corresponding to
Xk, is generated by grouping the transform coefficients of X̂. In the block diagram
of Figure 1, the decoder and reconstruction blocks assume a Laplacian distribution
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Figure 1: Transform domain Wyner-Ziv video codec [6]

to model the statistical dependency between Xk and X̂k. For each coefficient band,
the Slepian-Wolf decoder successively decodes bit-planes beginning from the most
significant bit-plane. The received bits of the bit-plane and the side information X̂k

are the decoder tools to decode the current bit-plane. If the decoder can not meet
the desired bit error rate, it asks for additional bits through feedback. At the end,
the reconstructed coefficient band X́k is calculated as E(Xk|qk, X̂k).

3 The proposed key frame coding methods

In conventional transform domain Wyner-Ziv coding, key frames are encoded and
decoded by a conventional intraframe coder. So, the spatial correlation within a
block is exploited by applying a Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) but the temporal
correlation between adjacent key frames is not exploited. In this section, we introduce
two new methods of encoding for key frames to jointly exploit the spatial and temporal
correlation. In both methods, the side information is generated from the previously
decoded key frame and the basic idea involves switching between Wyner-Ziv coding
and Intra coding in an efficient way. When the spatial correlation is high, Intra coding
is more likely to outperform, and when the temporal correlation is high Wyner-Ziv
coding is likely the better choice. In this paper, the LDPCA code reported in [11] is
adopted for the Slepian-Wolf coding of the Wyner-Ziv codec.
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3.1 Key frame coding based on block classification

Blocks within a frame can have very different characteristics and these characteristics
have a great impact on the coding performance. Often in a frame there are some
regions where blocks are highly correlated with the past due to the low motion activity
and some regions where blocks are almost independent of the past because of high
motion activity. So, it seems reasonable to differentiate blocks within a frame based
on temporal correlation. As depicted in Fig.2, we define three classes of correlation.
Blocks with a very low motion which are highly correlated are classified to the skip
class and are not sent to the decoder. They are substituted by the co-located blocks in
the previously decoded key frame at the decoder. Low-medium motion blocks which
are moderately correlated are classified to the inter class and are coded by Wyner-Ziv
codec. High motion blocks which are almost independent are classified to the intra
class and are intra coded.

Figure 2: Wyner-Ziv video codec with encoding key frames based on block classifica-
tion

We now describe how the blocks are classified. The residual energy or the mean
squared error between a given block B in the key frame to be encoded, Ft, where t is
the time index, and the co-located block Bref in the reconstructed previous key frame

at the encoder, F̂t−1, is computed by E = 1
M×N

∑M
x=1

∑N
y=1[B(x, y) − Bref (x, y)]2

where M and N represent the block size (in our case M = N = 4). E is a good and
very simple candidate for evaluating the temporal correlation of each block. If E is
less than a threshold value, T1, the block is classified to the skip class. If T1 ≤ E < T2

the block belongs to the Wyner-Ziv class and if E ≥ T2, it is categorized to the intra
class. Since in the Wyner-Ziv codec, the number of bit planes for each frequency
band is a fixed value and the encoder lets the decoder know the dynamic range of
each frequency band, we can set the threshold value of T1 based on the quantization

step size. If we select T1 =
Δ2

min

16
where Δmin is the minimum of the quantization step

sizes over all the frequency bands, then |B(x, y) − Bref (x, y)| will never be greater
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than Δmin since 1
16

∑M
x=1

∑N
y=1[B(x, y)−Bref (x, y)]2 ≤ Δ2

min

16
. Therefore the distortion

penalty of the skip mode is going to be small.

3.2 Key frame coding based on frequency band classification

For the proposed method in Section 3.1, the encoder must tell the decoder the class of
each block. For the sequences where high motion blocks are dominant, the number of
bits which are saved by exploiting the temporal correlation turns out empirically to be
less than or comparable to the number of bits spent in transmitting the classification
information. A solution to this problem would be to have a classification approach
which does not need to be conveyed to the decoder.

Figure 3: Wyner-Ziv video codec with encoding key frames based on frequency bands
classification

Fig. 3 shows our proposed method. Frequency bands of each block are divided
into two classes. Wyner-Ziv coding is used for the low frequency bands of each block,
while high frequency bands are intra coded. Exploiting the temporal correlation of low
frequency bands which tends to be high can result in outperforming the conventional
intra method. Since low frequency bands and high frequency bands are known at both
encoder and decoder, no bits need to be sent for classification. In our simulation based
on a 4 × 4 block size, frequency bands f(1, 1), f(1, 2) and f(2, 1) are considered low
frequency bands.

For relatively low motion sequences where many other frequency bands are highly
correlated with their corresponding side information as well, lower rate-distortion
performance is expected compared with the method proposed in Section 3.1.

4 Simulation results

Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 show the results for the first 99 frames of the Mother and Foreman
sequences. For both plots, only the rate distortion performance of the luminance of
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key frames is included. Odd frames are considered as key frames. So, this can be
thought of as a GOP structure of size 2.
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Figure 4: PSNR vs. rate for different methods of coding key frames for the Foreman
sequence

For the “Intra” method, all blocks are intra encoded and decoded using a 4 × 4
DCT transform, Huffman and run length coding. Huffman and run length coding
tables are borrowed from the JPEG standard. The DC coefficient is predictively
encoded with respect to the DC coefficient in the adjacent block. For the Wyner-Ziv
method, all blocks use Wyner-Ziv coding.

The method proposed in Section 3.1 which is based on block classification into
three different classes of skip, intra and Wyner-Ziv coding is called the “Mix” method.
In the “Mix” method, the DC coefficient of the blocks classified as intra is predictively
encoded with respect to the DC coefficient in the previous intra block. To set T2 for
the “Mix” method, we tried different values of {0.8, 50, 100, 300, 500, 700} for several
sequences. Although T2 = 100 is not the optimum value for any of these sequences,
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Figure 5: PSNR vs. rate for different methods of coding key frames for the Mother-
daughter sequence

we used this value for all sequences because it works well for different sequences with
different characteristics.

The method proposed in Section 3.2 which is based on using Wyner-Ziv coding for
low frequency bands and intra coding for high frequency bands is called “Low freq”.
Appropriate quantization parameters are set to have similar quality reconstructed
blocks for different classes of coding. For simplicity, 1584 × 2 bits are sent for the
classification part of the “Mix” method, since we have 3 classes and 1584 blocks. This
number of bits can certainly be reduced by using more complicated methods.

The LDPCA assumes a fixed length of input bits (in our case 396). For applying
the “Mix” method, the bit value corresponding to the blocks which are classified to
the skip and intra classes are set to zero at the encoder and their log-likelihood ratios
at the decoder are set to a relatively high value (for example 30) indicating that those
bits are zero with a very high confidence. The Wyner-Ziv decoder just cares about
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the bits corresponding to the inter class and simply ignores the rest, since the other
blocks use their own methods of coding.

As is shown, using the “Mix” method we can gain up to 5 dB improvement over the
conventional intra method for Mother-daughter and 1 dB improvement for Foreman
at low bit rates. The gain from applying the “Low freq” method is up to 2.2 dB for
Mother-daughter and 1.3 dB for Foreman at both low and high bit rates.

As expected, applying the “Mix” method for Foreman which is a relatively high
motion sequence is not very successful. For relatively high motion sequences, few
blocks are assigned to Wyner-Ziv coding so almost the same distortion as from the
“Intra” method is expected. Since the number of bits spent for transmitting classifi-
cation information is almost as large as the number of bits saved because of doing the
classification at high bit rates, the overall rate-distortion performance is only trivially
better than “Intra”.

We need to mention that even for Foreman, the “Mix” method gains up to 1 dB
improvement over the intra method at low bit rates since using a coarse quantizer
leads to more correlated source and side information.

As we can see, the “Low freq” method is more successful than the “Mix” method
for Foreman since the temporal correlation of the low frequency bands of even a high
motion frame is usually high. And also, no classification bits need to be sent. But
for Mother-daughter the improvement is not as high as for the “Mix” method. It is
reasonable because for relatively low motion sequences with many blocks classified as
inter, the temporal correlation is high for many other frequency bands as well.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we presented two methods of coding to jointly exploit the spatial and
temporal correlation of key frames. Both methods are designed such that the encoder
remains low complexity. For this purpose, an extension of the Wyner-Ziv coding
method for key frames is considered.

The first method which attempts to classify blocks within a frame based on their
motion activity to assign different methods of coding results in up to 5 dB improve-
ment for low motion sequences. Simulation results show that the PSNR gain strongly
depends on the motion activity of the sequences. The second method which is de-
signed based on classification of frequency bands results in up to 2 dB improvement
for both low motion and high motion sequences.

Both methods do not add anything to the latency of the system, because key
frames only exploit frames from the past. Also, both methods have almost no impact
on the complexity of the encoder because they make use of elements (transforms,
LDPCA) which are already part of the conventional transform domain Wyner-Ziv
video codec.

Since our frequency band classification method is very simplistic (always classify
bands f(1, 1), f(1, 2) and f(2, 1) as low frequency) future extension of this work will
focus on designing a low-complexity method to classify each frequency band based
on statistics of each sequence.
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